Potential Identification of sublimation-driven downslope mass movement on Mercury
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Introduction: Mass movement has been recognised on many solar system bodies. Evidence of mass movement on Mercury has previously been limited to a single documented example, found in the pyroclastic vent NE of Rachmaninoff crater. Here we present the identification of a second example in a small, recent impact crater, ≈285 km north of Nabokov.

Mass movement at NE Rachmaninoff Vent: Attention was drawn to the slope features in the NE Rachmaninoff vent (Fig. 1) on the MESSENGER website, but so far as we are aware there has been no formal study. The features are downslope erosion-deposition systems with an alcove at the head, chute and a fan at the base. Feature heads appear to develop in a stratigraphic layer of brighter material (Fig. 1B). This brighter material appears to be related to hollows [1].

Slope features in unnamed crater (≈285 km N of Nabokov): The newly identified slope features are in a ≈12 km diameter simple impact crater. The crater is surrounded by low reflectance material and has an area of hollows on the NE crater rim. The slope features start just below the crater rim, in a bright stratigraphic layer. This may be similar to the hollow forming layer in NE Rachmaninoff.

Current work: We are examining other areas with steep slopes and catalogued hollows, and are performing a global survey to identify any further examples. We will compare the topography of these features to erosion-deposition systems on Mars [2,3] and Vesta [4]. Our working hypothesis is that these downslope movements are caused by sublimation.
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